LIVE UNITED. Spirit Award
Awarded to a person or organization that embodies LIVE UNITED.
They don’t just wear the shirt.
They demonstrate the philosophy in everyday life.

What it means to LIVE UNITED.
Underneath everything we are.
Underneath everything we do.
We are all people—Connected, interdependent, united.
And when we reach out a hand to one,
we influence the condition of all

2010 Awards
For living “the shirt”..
Wanda Ferguson‐ For leadership, dedication and willingness to pick up a hammer at Lowes Project.. Day of Caring
Project Coordinator!
James Webster‐ Personally spoke to every group himself and doubled the City campaign,
Mary Hougland‐ Our LIVE UNITED Chili CookOff KickOff Queen !
Kathryn Johnson‐ For leading us into a tough campaign, and leading us out victoriously
Chuck Waggoner‐ Impacts this community beyond what anyone imagines, anywhere you look there he is ..
Mitch Coggin‐Currently Chaired Clubs & Orgs, past board, past campaign chair, past Day of Caring Chair, and perhaps the
only volunteer who hassles *Cheri* before she can hassle them?!
Gail McCoy‐ Small Biz‐ hardest section, hundreds of small accounts‐ ambitious goal $12,000‐ 94% increase almost $3000
Rita Hurley‐ Thanks to hard work and meticulous follow up, school employee’s campaign grew $2,000!
Mayor Campbell‐ LIVE UNITED Proclamation, Nekkid stick people heads & helped James with the City
NV City Street Crew‐ Not only ran their best ever campaign, with almost 100% participation‐ but they built and erected
our LIVE UNITED sign‐ complete with Nekkid stick people
Alyssa Williams‐ Painted the LIVE UNITED sign, volunteered at Glenda’s and then was so determined she wanted to
intern at UW that she went the extra mile at school and home to make it happen. Everything‐ even the “dreaded‐by‐all‐
who‐know‐it”, Comprehensive Community Plan, she does with a smile.
Cheyenne Howard‐ a JCYL Alum, took the initiative, sought out the opportunity to intern in the United Way office; you
walked in and went to work! Whatever it is, its going to get done.
Lowes Heroes‐ For defining and demonstrating LIVE UNITED again, and again.. and..
Tim Grady‐ “Nekkid” stick people?! Need we say more?

For New United Way Campaigns…Biehle Inc., Cinergy Metronet, Gerdau MacSteel and Webster West

LIVE UNITED. Think, speak, and act in ways that advance the common good.

